WE AMERICAN GIRLS
a novel by Lori Lansens

82,600 words / Page proofs now available
THE HANDMAID’S TALE MEETS MEAN GIRLS
Rory Miller and her best friend Fee are teen girls on the run, accused of
planting a bomb at their posh California private school during a muchanticipated chastity ball, where they swear to their fathers that they
will remain virgins until marriage. They watch their attempted capture
crowd-sourced by Christian zealots and bounty hunters on social media
and cable news. Terrified, alone, and not sure whom they can trust, the
girls struggle to understand their sudden infamy as the media brands
them “Villains in Versace.”
Taking place over the course of 24 hours in the year 2024, in a
country that has swung far right with illegal abortion, probationary
citizens, and vigilante vengeance in God’s name, We American Girls is
Rory’s blog, a real-time narration of their perilous hours in hiding, their
dangerous attempts to find safety, and Rory’s response to the onslaught
of accusations leveled against them. It’s also an uncensored journey into
Rory’s world of uncommon wealth, predatory men, and Kardashians.
To understand how they got there, Rory examines all that came before
and describes what life is like for two American girls who have been
unjustly labelled the “New Face of Holy War.”
Lori Lansens has nailed southern California culture, especially wealthy
Calabasas, and what it may become just a few years from now. It’s the
culture of ten-acre private Christian schools (whether you are a Christian
or not), triple-gated communities, celebrity worship, and both religion
and surveillance run amok, including ever-more-stringent restrictions on
women’s bodies. Channelling the voice of her teenage daughter, Lansens
has produced a chilling and fast-paced doozy of a thriller.
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Also Available
Rush Home Road
The Girls
The Wife’s Tale
The Mountain Story

Praise for The Mountain Story
“Right from its opening pages, The Mountain Story has you firmly in its grip. Immensely readable, beautifully written
and incredibly heart-breaking… it’s an extraordinary story of survival, heroism and redemption that will stay with you
long after you read the last page.” — ASSOCIATED PRESS, UK
“A moving portrait of the human spirit — fierce, lovely, and indomitable as nature.” — PEOPLE MAGAZINE Book of the Week
“Lori Lansens has created a heart-pounder of a book that is every bit as much of an emotional roller-coaster as an
adventurous one. Filled with richly drawn characters, unexpected twists, and gritty details about survival, you’ll want
to read this right now. Unless, that is, you happen to be camping!” — JODI PICOULT, bestselling author of Leaving Time

RIGHTS SOLD
Canada: Random House Canada,
September 2019

LORI LANSENS was a successful screenwriter before she burst onto the
literary scene in 2002 with her first novel Rush Home Road. Published in
eleven countries, Rush Home Road received rave reviews around the world.
Her follow-up novel The Girls was an international success as well. Rights
were sold in thirteen territories and it was featured as a book club pick
by Richard & Judy in the UK, selling 300,000 copies. Born and raised in
Chatham, Ontario, Lori Lansens now makes her home in Los Angeles with
her two children.
See also www.lorilansens.com

WE AMERICAN GIRLS AN EXCERPT
BLOGLOG: Rory Anne Miller
November 27 — 2024 — 9:51 pm
We’re trending. Rory Miller. Feliza Lopez. In this moment, on this night, we’re the most
famous girls in America.
Those pics you’ve seen on TV, and in your feeds over the past few hours? Two freshfaced teens in bridal couture on the arms of their daddies at tonight’s American Virtue Ball?
That’s me and my best friend Fee. The grainy footage from the school surveillance cameras
of two figures in white gowns climbing up into the smoky hills after the bomb exploded at
Sacred Heart High? Also us. It’s true that guilty people run. Scared people run too. The
media is calling us the Villains in Versace.
What they’re saying about us? Vicious, heinous, odious lies. First? Who wears Versace
to a purity ball? I wore Mishka. Fee wore Prada. The details matter. The truth — which is
not somewhere in the middle as guilty people like to say — is vital. Like oxygen. The truth
is that Feliza Lopez and I did not try to blow up Sacred Heart High at the chastity ball
tonight. We had nothing to do with that thing they found in my car. We have no involvement
whatsoever with the Red Market. We’re not the spawn of Satan you’re loading your Walmart
rifles to hunt.
I wish I believed in God so I could pray for us.
If I’m being honest? Totally honest? I’ve spent a stupid amount of time daydreaming
about being famous, how amazing it’d be to have millions of followers, all that love raining
down on my superstar head. That’s normal right? A shallow distraction from reality? It
doesn’t help that I live in California where the fuckery of fame pollutes the atmosphere then
penetrates your skin with the UV rays. But this isn’t fame. It’s infamy. And it feels like my
recurring naked-at-school nightmare — gross and exposed.
Careful what you wish for? Fee and I don’t have followers so much as we have trolls
and trackers. We’re being flayed in the press. Convicted by social. And now we’re freaking
fugitives, shivering and alone, hiding out in this scrap metal shed behind a little cabin in the
mountains overlooking Malibu.
I have this old pink laptop — courtesy of this guy, Javier, who’s letting us hide in his
tool shed, and who I’ll explain about later — so I’ve caught up on the fake news and read
all the hate tweets. Bombers? Religious terrorists? Red Market runners? It feels like a joke,
like a prank, but it’s not. And to make it even more real, the rock evangelist Reverend Jagger
Jonze put up a million-dollar reward for our capture. There’s a freaking bounty on our heads.
So here we sit in this shed. No way to defend ourselves. Nowhere to run.
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THE BIRTH YARD
a novel by Mallory Tater

80,000 words / Final manuscript now available
A PRESENT-DAY TALE OF PATRIARCHY GONE AWRY
Sable Ursu has just turned eighteen, which means she is ready to
breed. Within the confines of her world, a patriarchal cult known
as The Den, female fertility and sexuality are wholly controlled by
Men. In the season they come of age, Sable and her friends, Mamie
and Dinah, are paired with a Match with whom they will breed.
This pairing, decided upon by The Den Leader, Feles, is assigned
according to paternal genetics and social rank, and a child must be
conceived. The Matches are scheduled to breed when the female’s
fertility is at its peak. They are led to the Breeding Tents where
they have an hour, timed and monitored by Den officials. Sable
knows she is lucky. Her Match, Ambrose, is kind, thoughtful, and
cautious. Others are less fortunate. Mamie’s Match, Isaac abuses
her. The bruises track up and down her body. She won’t speak up,
she refuses to bring shame on her family, but Sable is determined
to protect her friend. She breaks into a house to find proof of Isaac’s
crime, but when she is found out and reported her reputation is
thrown into question. She is deemed hysterical — the worst thing
a woman can be in the eyes of The Den.
Sable is shipped to the birth yard, where the girls her age will
be monitored and drugged into submission until they give birth.
Not every pregnancy is an easy one. Miscarriages are punished
if discovered. Carrying a baby conceived outside of the assigned
Match is inexcusable. Women of The Den must decide where their
trust lies: with their government or with each other — every choice
has its consequences. But when Sable’s loyalty is questioned and her
safety within The Den threatened, she must rebel against the only
life she has ever known — the only life she has been designed for.
Mallory Tater weaves an intricate narrative, equal parts
suspense and action, while twisting contemporary social anxieties
to dizzying extremes. She meticulously deconstructs the intricate
relationship between womanhood, government, and the female
body, a conflict on the forefront of global politics and the modern
conscience. A startling and important debut novel, The Birth Yard
echoes Atwood’s dark and cautionary classic, The Handmaid’s Tale,
while redefining dystopian society as an eerie presence looming on
the periphery of our world. There has been no apocalypse, there is
no totalitarian government. The Den exists now.
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MALLORY TATER was the recipient of the
Young Buck Poetry Prize in 2016 and 2017.
She has been shortlisted for the 2017 Journey
Prize for Fiction, The Malahat Review’s 2016
Far Horizon’s Contest, Room Magazine’s 2016
Fiction and Poetry Prizes, and Arc Magazine’s
2015 Poem of The Year Contest. In 2018,
she published her first poetry collection, This
Will Be Good. She is the publisher of Rahila’s
Ghost Press.

RIGHTS SOLD
Canada: HarperCollins, Winter 2020

See also mallorytater.com

THE BIRTH YARD AN EXCERPT
SEX IS AT NOON. I go to bathe and drink tea and put on my black robe. My initials are
stitched into the sleeve but it doesn’t fit well and doesn’t feel like mine. Every eighteen-yearold girl gets to wear one when she is introduced to sex in December. My robe arrived in late
November but I was too shy to try it on. My initials, S and U, embroidered on it look too
real. I feel too identified, too coordinated. I face the water closet mirror. “I can’t wear this
in public. Everyone will know.”
My mother sticks her hands on her hip, squints at me. “You want them to know. It’s a
good thing. An honour.”
Ambrose is coming to walk with me to the tents. He’ll hold my hand and escort me.
Gram Evelyn used to tell me about a time when there were bonds between a woman and
Man way before pregnancy. Babies are what make a union. We aren’t solidified until the day
our child is born. But we can parade and walk and hold hands and feel a sense of union.
I haven’t seen Ambrose in so long, I feel like we are meeting all over again.
He comes to the door and He looks pale, tired. Why doesn’t His drinking bother me?
It doesn’t. I get it. I get Him. He hugs me and says my robe is soft and I smell nice.
My mother pours Him tea and He sits on the sofa. The flowers on the arm of the couch
stretch to His slender hand. He grips the mug of tea so tight I can see His hand pulsing,
shaking. My mother offers Him breakfast cake and He says He’s not hungry, that we need to
go soon. My mother is doing all the talking. My body feels heavy, like a casing, a wall sealing
in all the mania and nerves inside.
“I’m glad it’s you,” my mother tells Him. “I really like your family. I’m glad they chose you
to be Sable’s Match.”
My mother barely knows His family. Ambrose nods and says He likes our family, too.
Gram Evelyn has not come downstairs. I know she is nervous and still stuck in the old ways.
She wishes I had a choice. She lives for her mother’s old life; the free thought that she felt
guided her actions then. Iris chose to join Lynx. Iris chose to have sex with Lynx.
Ambrose is in denim, no stupid robe, and no floral crown in His hair. My mother sets
mine on my head and it digs in. “You can take it off during sex,” she tells me.
We have ten minutes to get to the tents. I am worried my body won’t smell musty or
attractive. I am worried I am too hairless and dull, doll-like for Ambrose. Too clean and
prudish even though every girl is the same. We have just been taken off DiLexa, so we
haven’t bled in months and now we aren’t protected any longer from sex and semen. We are
vulnerable and perfect, fertile. We are how the Men want us.
Ambrose clutches my hand and He’s clammy. It makes me feel better. I kiss His cheek.
We walk toward the tents. Women and their daughters and young children eat lunch and
drink tea on their porches even though it is cold. So they can see us. So they can know and
gossip. We pass at least six girls I went to Lessons with whose tent-times will be later in the
month or this week. I am one of the first sessions.
There are tall candles lit once we get to the square, and the fence that surrounds the
area is laced with large white flowers with red centers. My mother’s friend, Polah, is there
beside the main tent, the tent where the food and drink were during the Arrivals. She stands
inside with a clipboard. Her glasses slip off her nose. She clears her throat and says it’s nice
to see me. She nods at Ambrose who lets go of my hand to shake hers.
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THAT TIME I LOVED YOU
linked stories by Carrianne Leung
55,000 words / Finished books now available
TENSIONS THAT HAVE LURKED BENEATH THE SURFACE
OF A SHINY NEW SUBDIVISION RISE UP WHEN TRAGEDY
STRIKES AGAIN AND AGAIN
“1979: This was the year the parents in my neighbourhood began killing
themselves.” From this opening line, That Time I Loved You keeps readers
hooked until the very end. Reminiscent of Mona Awad’s 13 Ways of
Looking at a Fat Girl, this collection of linked stories reveals children
trying to make sense of a new environment that their parents cannot
explain to them. The adults are lost when they discover that their idyllic
new suburban landscape is home to dark secrets, and is not the haven
that they thought it was.
Carrianne Leung, through the perspectives of multiple characters
from different ethnic and social backgrounds, explores what happens
behind closed doors in a community of strangers struggling to relate to
each other. Always returning to the voice of young June, the adolescent
daughter of Chinese-immigrant parents, That Time I Loved You is seen
through the eyes of a sensitive and watchful child who is figuring out a
world she doesn’t yet understand. With dark humour June observes death
and endures betrayal and heartbreak, all to the soundtrack of 1970s pop
music, as she prepares to venture out in to the wider world.
The suburbs of the 1970s promised to be heaven on earth — new
houses, new status, happiness guaranteed. But in a subdivision populated
by newcomers from all over the world, a series of sudden catastrophic
events reveals that not everyone’s dreams come true. Moving from house
to house, Carrianne Leung explores the inner lives behind the tidy front
gardens and picture-perfect houses. Through June and her neighbours,
Leung depicts the fine line where childhood meets the realities of adult
life and examines, with insight and sharp prose, how difficult it is to be
true to ourselves at any age.

Praise for That Time I Loved You
“This is a compact gem of a collection of linked short stories....that dazzles
with its subtly, that befriends its reader in the dead of night, that leaves a
lasting impression and a new way of understanding people and the world.”
— MARISSA STAPLEY in THE GLOBE AND MAIL
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“Every portrait is eloquent and lingers in your mind.” — CANADIAN LIVING
“That Time I Loved You is heady, necessary writing from one of the most
talented and socially engaged authors of our time.” — DAVID CHARIANDY, author of Brother
“I loved this book.” — CLAIRE CAMERON, author of The Last Neanderthal

RIGHTS SOLD
Canada: HarperCollins, March 2018
US: Liveright/Norton, Winter 2019
World English Audio: Audible

CARRIANNE LEUNG is a fiction writer and educator. Her first novel, The
Wondrous Woo (Inanna Publications), was a finalist for the 2014 City of
Toronto Book Award. She holds a PhD in Sociology and Equity Studies
from OISE/University of Toronto. She lives in Toronto with her son.
See also www.carrianneleung.com

THAT TIME I LOVED YOU AN EXCERPT
1979: THIS WAS THE YEAR the parents in my neighbourhood began killing themselves.
I was eleven years old and in Grade 6. Elsewhere in the world, big things were happening.
McDonald’s introduced the Happy Meal, the Ayatollah Khomeini returned to Iran, and
Michael Jackson released his album “Off the Wall.” But none of that was as significant to
me as the suicides.
It started with Mr. Finley, Carolyn Finley’s dad. It was a Saturday afternoon in freezing
February. My best friend Josie and I were sitting on her bed, playing Barry Manilow’s
“Copacabana” over and over again on her cassette player and writing down the lyrics. I was
the recorder while Josie pressed “play,” “rewind,” and “play” again a hundred times, repeating
the lines over to me until the ribbon finally snapped and we had to repair it with Scotch tape.
“Did you get that, June? Did you get that?” She kept asking me, as I nodded and wrote
furiously on lined paper. We kept all the transcribed lyrics in a special pink binder marked
SONGS in my balloon lettering.
I didn’t like the song as much as she did and wanted to switch to Le Freak to practice
our new dance moves, but, Josie was determined to unravel the mystery of Lola at the Copa.
Josie’s brother, Tim, came in the front door, slammed it hard, and thumped up the stairs,
shouting, “Josie! June! Mr. Finley’s dead. He’s dead! He’s fucking dead!”
At first I thought Tim was angry at Mr. Finley. We often were mad at him because he
was our softball coach and mean. Then I realized by the sound of Tim’s voice that he was
serious, that Mr. Finley was dead dead.
Tim burst into Josie’s room to tell us the grizzly details. Mr. Finley had offed himself
with one of the hunting rifles he kept in a display in his basement beside his collection of
taxidermied animal heads. His daughter, Carolyn, was in my class. The one time I had a
sleepover at her house, we’d slept in the basement. Dead deer and owl and bear heads had
cast eerie shadows on the walls. She’d snuggled into her Benji sleeping bag and drifted off
while I was as rigid as the snarling heads above me and didn’t dare close my eyes, fearing
that even in their current state they’d go for my jugular. Josie and I had never been invited to
a white family’s house before which is why I had said yes, and after I told Josie all about this
horror show, we assumed all white people decorated their homes with dead animal parts.
No thank you very much.
Mr. Finley was the first person in the neighbourhood to kill himself. It gave me the
chills. Not long after that, Georgie Da Silva’s mother, on a warm June night, shuffled out to
their double garage and drank a jar of Javex bleach. At 8:30 a.m., Georgie went looking for
her when he didn’t see her in the kitchen. He found her body sprawled on the oil-stained
floor, a stream of white sudsy liquid pouring from her nose and mouth, her eyes looking right
at him. That’s what the all the kids on the street said. We all began to worry: This was my
and most of my friends’ first experience of death. It was kind of exciting at first, but then it
got scary. Would there be another one? And another after that?
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MISTAKES TO RUN WITH
a memoir by Yasuko Thanh

80,000 words / Page proofs now available
A HARROWING MEMOIR FROM THE WINNER OF
THE 2016 ROGERS WRITERS’ TRUST FICTION PRIZE
In 1998, when she realized she was pregnant with her first child, Yasuko
began to examine her past and consider what she wanted her future to
be like. Yasuko had lived on the street since the age of fifteen, and her
life included prostitution, arrests, drugs, an abusive relationship, and
struggles with mental health. What would she tell her child about the
kind of person she was? How could she move forward as a writer, or
as a student wanting to continue her studies, with only a Grade Nine
education? With remarkable insightfulness and candor, Yasuko Thanh
deconstructs a past filled with harrowing troubles and inspiring triumphs
to discover the path that led her to become an award-winning author.
Mistakes to Run With explores the links between memory, identity,
and art while asking important questions such as: Under what
circumstances would someone disobey the law? In what ways
do we sacrifice our freedoms in exchange for economic advantages?
Can we truly love the people who hurt us?
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Praise for Mysterious Fragrance of the
Yellow Mountains
“The ordinary mingles with the monumental….
A novel that feels simultaneously historical and firmly
contemporary.” — MAISONNEUVE Magazine
“A compelling and devastating debut.” — THE GLOBE AND MAIL
“Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains will
carry you away with the startling clarity of its language
— you will almost forget you are reading at all. Until,
that is, you are drawn up short by the uncanny sense
that this book is not really about the past at all … that it
is instead directly addressing you, the reader.” — JOHANNA
SKIBSRUD, Giller Prize-winning author of The Sentimentalists
“The universal legacies of colonialism: guilt, revenge,
violence, ghosts. Yasuko Thanh captures Viet Nam’s
historical intrigues in story-telling that is compelling,
vivid, tragic, passionate.” — KIM ECHLIN, author of
The Disappeared

Also Available
Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains
Floating Like the Dead

YASUKO THANH’s story collection Floating Like the Dead was published

RIGHTS SOLD
Canada: Hamish Hamilton,
Spring 2019
World English Audio: Audible

See also www.yasukothanh.com

by McClelland & Stewart in 2012 and was shortlisted for the Danuta Gleed
Award and the B.C. Book Prize for Fiction. One story in it won an Arthur
Ellis Award for Best Crime Short Story. The title story won the Journey Prize
for the best story published in Canada in 2009. Quill and Quire named
Floating like the Dead a best book of the year. CBC hailed Yasuko Thanh
one of ten writers to watch in 2013. Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow
Mountains is her debut novel inspired by the history of her father’s family in
French Indochina. She lives in Victoria, B.C., with her two children.

MISTAKES TO RUN WITH AN EXCERPT
THE ACCIDENT STILL seems like a game to me, with all the excitement of rides on the
midway, complete with police lights and the noise of their sirens. The boy had been calling
the police station for days, telling them he had dynamite in his car and if they didn’t stop
harassing him he’d blow himself up. Perhaps they saw something of themselves in his
bravado, lost in youth. Perhaps their simultaneous envy of and contempt for his brazenness
made them dismiss his threats as just the kind of talk that boys from inner-city high schools
cultivate among each other. His girlfriend also called and warned them. His father called,
too, said, “He’s being pushed to the edge. He’ll do it.”
No one listened.
The police drew a tighter circle around him, even as he was yelling, “If you come any
closer, I’ll blow myself the fuck up.”
I imagine him believing it would never come to this. I imagine him a moment earlier,
before the crash, steering a doomed 1966 Plymouth Fury, removing the crucifix from the
rear-view mirror and slipping it over his head, driving with his knees, reciting a Hail Mary,
streetlights stringing by like rosary beads.
While he waved his dynamite and his girlfriend screamed, “Lethimgobabydon’tdoit”
(in real life she arrived after the explosion, saw his body on the pavement half-blanketed by
a tarp), the police lassoed him.
What happened next I wrote in my diary.
I kept a diary throughout my childhood. I kept dead bees in a jar, too.
Both for their calm, which could be savoured.
When he exploded, I told my brother how his parts were raining down on us.
(Newspaper accounts would make note of the 1966 Plymouth Fury being split in half.
The windshield flew the length of an Olympic swimming pool. A skylight was pierced by
falling debris a football field away. Seventeen windows were smashed in nearby houses.
And people felt the blast over a two-kilometre radius.)
My brother looked like he was about to cry.
“Right now,” I hissed. “Guts like snakes.”
If it weren’t for this record, there are days I’d say it never happened. Some of the words
in my diary are misspelled.
I ran in my pyjamas through the long grass, looking for body parts. I wanted, needed,
to see how the pieces fit.
The boy was like the moth that flies toward the light, and my father is like the light.
Someone once said that every action of ours is evil for someone else. What happened to the
boy was technically no one’s fault, but that does not preclude looking at who made the boy
feel trapped, and the ends to which people will go to recover what has been denied. The
palpable innocence connected to the colour of that night, see-saws in the dark, the texture
of an apple tree against orange flames reaching into the sky, its peeling paint, a long-ago
June day with summer stretching out like a lake bed — this imagined beauty creates our
idiosyncratic illusion of freedom, a concrete means to think about the sine qua non of
good and evil, to realize that when confronted by a dead end, anyone might be capable
of anything.
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TRICKSTER DRIFT
a novel by Eden Robinson

90,000 words / Finished books now available
THE SECOND INSTALLMENT OF A TRILOGY

• The indigenous Catcher in the Rye for the 21st century
Eden Robinson’s Trickster Trilogy is like nothing that has ever come out of
the American Indian community. It is an edgy, dark, modern-day Native
teenage boys’ tale, set in a world that mixes fantasy, gaming devices, and
popular culture with the aboriginal spirit world, drugs, and alcoholism.
It combines aboriginal belief systems and severely dysfunctional family
dynamics with horror and mordant humour.
Jared, seventeen, has quit drugs and drinking. But his troubles are not
over: he’s being stalked by David, his mom’s ex. And his mother, Maggie,
a living, breathing badass as well as a witch, can’t protect him.
As the son of a Trickster, Jared is a magnet for magic — he sees
ghosts, he sees monsters, he sees the creature that creeps out of his
bedroom wall and wants to suck his toes. He also still hears the Trickster
in his head, and other voices too. And when crisis hits, Jared can’t ignore
his true nature any longer.

Praise for Volume One, Son of a Trickster
• Shortlisted for The Giller Prize / National bestseller
“The first in a trilogy, Son of a Trickster is an incredibly engaging, comingof-age story of an indigenous teen in northern British Columbia. Eden
Robinson’s almost magical ability to blend wry humor, magical realism and
teenage reality will have you holding your breath for the next in the series.”
— THE NEW YORK TIMES, “Summer Reads from Canada”
“Robinson has a gift for making disparate elements come together into a
convincing narrative, breathing myth, lore and magic into otherwise harsh
realities. The novel clips along with short, pointed sentences and lively
scenes of Jared’s conundrum, building in raunchy crescendo as teen anger
and spirit worlds collide.” — MACLEAN’S MAGAZINE
“What this novel does for the non-indigenous reader is to make totem poles,
masks, and legends come alive. This remarkable novel takes indigenous
writing to a new level.” — BC BOOKWORLD
“A charmingly chaotic tale.” — THE TORONTO STAR
“This is an engaging novel whose characters come fully to life.” — THE VANCOUVER SUN
Coming Soon
The Return of the Trickster, the
conclusion to the Trickster trilogy.

RIGHTS SOLD
Canada: Knopf, October 2018
TV: Sienna Films
World English Audio: Audible
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Also Available
Son of a Trickster • Bloodsports
• Monkey Beach • Traplines

EDEN ROBINSON is the author of Son of a Trickster, a 2017 finalist for the
Scotiabank Giller Prize, Bloodsports, and Monkey Beach, winner of the Ethel
Wilson Fiction Prize, and a finalist for the Giller Prize and the Governor General’s
Award for Fiction. Eden has also won the Writers Trust of Canada Fellowship. She
has matriarchal tendencies and her hobbies include: Shopping for the Apocalypse,
using vocabulary as a weapon, nominating cousins to council while they’re out of
town, chair yoga, looking up possible diseases or syndromes on the interwebs,
perfecting gluten-free bannock and playing Mah-jong. She lives in Kitimat, BC.

TRICKSTER DRIFT AN EXCERPT
“CAN WE JUST have a nice supper?” Jared said.
“Can you not live with the spazzy fucktard who calls himself Death Threat?”
“Chill, okay? I just need a free place until my student loan comes in, then I’ll find a
room or something.”
“Buttfucking Jesus on goddamn crutches.”
“Mom.”
“Don’t Mom me, genius. This is a crap plan.”
“It’s my life,” Jared said, pushing the plate away.
“Jared, you can barely manage warding. What’re you going to do if you run into
something really fucking dangerous?”
His mom was a witch. For real. As he had found out definitively, just before he swore
off the booze and the drugs. He’d always thought she was being melodramatic when she
told him witch stuff. Then he was kidnapped by some angry otters and his shape-shifting
father/sperm donor stepped in to save him, along with his mother. He only lost a toe. Her
particular talent was hexes, though she preferred giving her enemies a good old-fashioned
shit-kicking. Curses tended to bite you in the ass, she’d told him, and weren’t nearly as
satisfying as physically throttling someone.
“Who’s going to bother me?” Jared said. “I got nothing anyone wants.”
“You’re the son of a Trickster,” she hissed.
“There’s a billion of us.” On one website he’d found 532 people claiming to be the
children of Wee’git. Either Wee’git couldn’t keep it in his pants or a lot of people wanted to
appear more exotic.
“You think you’re so fucking smart,” his mom said.
Jared recited the Serenity Prayer in his head. She shook another cigarette out of the pack
and lit it off her butt before crushing it out on the full ashtray in the middle of the table.
The TV went on in the living room. The recliner squealed.
“I’ll be out of your hair tomorrow,” Jared said. “You can forget you ever had me and party
yourself to death.”
“You are testing my patience.”
It was always a bad sign when his mom stopped swearing. Jared focused on the tick of
the kitchen clock to stay calm.
“You think I don’t love you,” she said. “Is that it?”
“I don’t think I’m high on your priority list.”
She got up and stood over him.
She took her cigarette out of her mouth and he half-expected to get it in his face.
He must have flinched, because her eyes narrowed dangerously.
She grabbed his chin. “You shoulda been a girl. Wah. Mommy doesn’t fucking love me.
My feelings. My feeeeeelings.”
He shoved her hand away. “Get off me.”
“Are we done emoting?”
“I am.”
She backed up a step. “So I asked my sister if you could stay with her.”
Holy crap. Jared was stunned. His mom hadn’t spoken to her sister since… forever. God.
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MY NAME IS A KNIFE
a novel by Alix Hawley

80,000 words / Finished books now available
THE STUNNING SEQUEL TO THE AWARD-WINNING ALL TRUE
NOT A LIE IN IT TELLS THE STORY OF DANIEL BOONE’S WIFE
Alix Hawley returns to the early American frontier in her latest novel,
My Name is a Knife, continuing to weave the human story behind the
wild legends of Daniel Boone and his family.
In the same shockingly powerful voice and style that won All True
Not a Lie In It the Amazon.ca First Novel Award and the Ethel Wilson
Fiction Prize, Hawley adds further depth by tackling Boone’s turmoil at
the time when the two sides of his life were in most direct conflict. Boone
found a new family and wife to love while in Shawnee captivity, but is
compelled to leave them when he learns of the Shawnees’ plans to attack
the fort he founded, where his white family remains.
His wife’s equally powerful story rises to the surface. How does a
tough, damaged frontier woman deal with her anger over the devastation
her husband’s grand plans for a Kentucky settlement has caused her?
In a voice as uncannily real as Daniel’s, Rebecca takes us deeper into
the human heart of history.
Alix Hawley deftly handles all sides as the conflicts rush to a head.
My Name is a Knife slices right through myth to create a portrait more
lifelike than any historical account.

Praise for My Name Is A Knife
“Spectacular. Alix Hawley is a marvel. I’d read anything she writes.”
— ALISON PICK, author of Strangers with the Same Dream
“Hawley’s brilliant second novel continues the story of American frontiersman
Daniel Boone. This is a historical novel, but more than that it’s an existential
novel, sensuous, philosophical, with carefully drawn characters and deep
dives into the human consciousness. If you crossed the best of Michael
Ondaatje with the best of Alice Munro, Alix Hawley is what you’d get.”
— PHILIPP MEYER, author of The Son

Praise for All True Not A Lie In It
“Questions of honor, ownership and conquest are posed with a sensitivity
that departs strikingly from the rugged posturing often associated with
Boone’s story. Throughout, Hawley is careful not to allow contemporary
mores to color this often surprisingly tranquil and original portrait of an
individual who loomed large in our nation’s rapacious westward expansion.”
— The NEW YORK TIMES

RIGHTS SOLD
Canada: Knopf, July 2018
World English Audio: Audible

See also www.alixhawley.com
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Also Available
All True Not A Lie In It

ALIX HAWLEY’s first novel, All True Not a Lie In It, a revisionist take on the life of
Daniel Boone in his own words, was released in the USA by Ecco in 2016. Knopf
released it in Canada in 2015; it won the Amazon.ca First Novel Award, The BC Book
Prize, and was longlisted for the Giller Prize. Alix earned her doctorate in English
Literature at Oxford and a Master’s degree in Creative Writing at the University of East
Anglia. She resides in Kelowna, British Columbia, with her husband and two children.

MY NAME IS A KNIFE AN EXCERPT
HIS FACE HARDENS as I watch.
-No welcome, Rebecca? None?
I am hardly breathing. I cannot move. He says:
-No? Well.
He looks at the ground, then fixes his eye on me and says:
-I thought I might as well deliver this to you myself.
He pulls a folded page from his pouch. It looks softened and worn, like old leather.
He says:
-Have you learned to read any better? No? What have you been doing?
I step back, but he steps with me, into the light of my lamp, and begins to read out
very loudly. Some of his words — pierce me —
They all call you a whore
Goddamn you, the children are mine
It takes the breath from my body. When he is done I snatch the paper and tear it to
pieces, I burn these with the lamp, but these words are still in my mind — they will never
go. I stare at him — and he says, in his strange loud voice:
-Did you really think I was dead this time?
-Are you?
He gives one of his short laughs. His hair is strange, cut short, and coming in grey.
His beard is long and full of grey hairs also. An unwashed smell, old sweat and smoke.
He is breathing too fast.
-Daniel —
He brushes his hand over his face and says:
-Well I hardly know. But here I am.
I shake my head:
-Where have you — what do you want?
-What do you think I want? Are you not at all happy to see me?
I step back. Do not touch me. Do not appear out of the air and kiss me again as though
all these months have vanished, as though I can suddenly forget. Do not come back to life,
do not do this to me again —
We continue to stare until I am able to speak:
-Why would you come for me now? You did not want us any longer. You liked your
Indian life, we all heard it from Andy Johnson when he got back to the fort.
-So you did not think me dead, and you left anyway.
-I did not know what to think. I did not want to know. You were gone.
-And you were undone.
The whore undone. They all call you a whore. His letter is still in my ears. I never asked
to be spoken of, to become a tale to amuse everyone, Polly or the people at that terrible fort.
I tell him:
-You can call me whatever you like, but the children are not yours.
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REPRODUCTION
a novel by Ian Williams

100,000 words / Final page proofs now available
A HILARIOUS AND POIGNANT LOVE STORY ABOUT
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN STRANGERS BECOME FAMILY
Told with the savvy of Zadie Smith, Reproduction is a tale of love
among inherited and invented families. Ian Williams’ rambunctious
novel sweeps through a world of racial and religious mash-ups, cultural
collisions, and cross-pollinations galore. Consider only three of them:
Felicia, Army, and Riot.
Felicia Shaw never planned on getting pregnant. But here she
is, a young woman from a little-known Caribbean island who can’t
be pregnant with Edgar Gross’s baby. Because he’s a married man.
Because he’s a married German man who is more than twice her age
and who doesn’t want any children. Also because he had a vasectomy.
Then there is Army, her son. Turns out that Army has big plans for
his life and a huge capacity for denial. He wants to earn 100K with his
garage barbershop by the time he’s sixteen, and by twenty-one he plans
to have a cool million. That is, if he can manage the upstairs landlord,
Oliver, a needy, volatile, recently divorced man whose teenage daughter
is now pregnant. Baby? What baby?
And Riot — Oliver’s grandson, child of a child — all he wants to
do is make art films. Who cares if he’s about to be kicked out of school
for making porn?
Beginning in a palliative care ward and ending in a cancer ward,
Reproduction is the twenty-first-century proof of John Lennon’s famous
claim that “life is what happens while you are busy making other plans.”
It is the story of strangers from strange places who accidently become
forever tangled.

Photo: Courtesy of the author

RIGHTS SOLD
Canada: Random House, January
2019
World English Audio: Audible

See also www.ianwilliams.ca

IAN WILLIAMS is the author of Personals, shortlisted for the Griffin Poetry Prize
and the Robert Kroetsch Poetry Book Award; Not Anyone’s Anything, winner of the
Danuta Gleed Literary Award for the best first collection of short fiction in Canada;
and You Know Who You Are, a finalist for the ReLit Prize for poetry. He was named
one of ten Canadian writers to watch by CBC. Williams is currently assistant
professor of poetry in the Creative Writing program at the University of British
Columbia. He completed his doctorate in English at the University of Toronto under
George Elliott Clarke. In 2014-2015, he was the Canadian Writer-in-Residence for
the University of Calgary’s Distinguished Writers Program. He has held fellowships
or residencies from Vermont Studio Center, the Banff Center, Cave Canem, and
the National Humanities Center. Born in Trinidad, Williams grew up in Brampton,
Ontario, and worked in Massachusetts and Toronto before moving to Vancouver.

REPRODUCTION AN EXCERPT
FELICIA FOUND HER MOTHER in Palliative, sharing a room with an elderly woman.
It was strange to see her mother sleeping in public. She was normally a vigilant woman with
chameleon eyes that seemed to move independently from one point of suspicion to another.
Now, although they were both closed, she seemed uneasy, perhaps with the fact that her
bra had been removed by strangers and her breasts splayed unflatteringly sideways.
Between the two beds, a man stood holding his wrists like the Escher print of hands
drawing themselves. It would become his characteristic position. From forehead to jaw, his
head was the same width as his neck. From shoulders to feet, he seemed constrained in a
tight magic box, ready to be sawed in two. Put together, he comprised two rectangles stacked
on each other — a tall, abstract snowman. His pants were wet from the knee down. Despite
that, Felicia presumed he was the doctor because he was a man, a white man, a middle-aged
white man, wearing a pinstriped shirt, but it turned out he was only a man, a white man,
a middle-aged white man, wearing stripes and gripping his wrists.
Unconscious, Edgar said.
Unconscious or sleeping? Felicia asked.
Unconscious, he repeated. He presented the woman in the other bed as proof of his
medical expertise. My mother. She’s sleeping.
His mother’s mouth was open. There was brown industrial papertowel on her chest
to catch the leaking saliva. She gave the impression of needing to be laced up — as if by
pulling the strings of a corset one could restore her mouth, her skin, her posture, to their
former attentiveness.
She’s not going to make it, Edgar said. He flicked the bag of intravenous solution with
his middle finger, then looked for some change to register in his mother. Seconds later,
she began coughing. Her cheeks filled with thick liquid as Edgar searched for a cup, her
spittoon. Felicia happened to swallow at the same time as his mother and while looking at
the lump go down the woman’s throat, she felt the phlegm go down her own. She pulled
the collar of her coat tight around her neck.
Felicia turned back to her mother. Her mother was so careful about applying makeup
and now there was no trace of it on her. Where were her earrings? Her nail polish looked
more crimson than red. Felicia knocked on her knuckles.
You hearing me? Felicia leaned in. You hearing me?
She thought she saw her mother frown. She frowned. Or perhaps it was a deception
of light, the passing accident of light reflected from someone’s watch face.
Felicia heard the jaunty jingle of keys behind her.
So what brings your mother here on this fine autumn afternoon?
Without moving the rest of her body, Felicia twisted her cervical vertebrae to see if he
was serious.
Mutter, here, couldn’t breathe, he offered. It’s her pneumonia. He put an odd stress on
the her as if he were settling a dispute between feuding children: it’s her doll, let her have it.
They think the cancer might have spread to her other lung. We’re waiting. It’s not easy.
The waiting. Not easy at all. Come on, get in there.
Felicia turned around fully. She hadn’t seen snow since arriving in Canada.
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THE LAST NEANDERTHAL
a novel by Claire Cameron

80,000 words / Finished books now available
A RIVETING DRAMA ABOUT THE PERILS OF MOTHERHOOD
AT THE END OF THE NEANDERTHAL ERA — AND IN OUR OWN

• The first book in a trilogy
• Based on recent discoveries that alter our understanding
of Neanderthals

• Shortlisted for The Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize

Praise for The Last Neanderthal
“This vivid and at times melancholy novel makes clear how much we carry
on from those who existed long before us.” — USA TODAY
“A powerful, warm and thought-provoking book that artfully blends facts
with fiction to put flesh on many abstract scientific debates.”
— YUVAL NOAH HARARI, New York Times bestselling author of Sapiens
“Claire Cameron reunites us with our past, with the beginning of humanity.
In this book I lived next to people who populated the earth a very long time
ago and have long since vanished completely. To make you feel for them and,
what is more, feel with them, is a great achievement. It is one of those novels
that opens the world to you in a different way, and after finishing it this
world will never look the same to you again.” — HERMAN KOCH, author of The Dinner
“Cameron pulls out all the literary stops in giving Neanderthals as much
free rein, agency, and authenticity as possible…. This could easily be the best
book that shakes up the classic Neanderthal tropes in science fiction and
fantasy. Girl’s story and how it is told matches the evolving perception on
Neanderthals and the nuances of the Pleistocene lives. The real strength of
The Last Neanderthal is Cameron’s unwillingness to relegate Neanderthals
to the Other — she lets them simply be themselves.” — LOS ANGELES REVIEW OF BOOKS
“Claire Cameron’s evocative novel The Last Neanderthal interweaves the
contemporary with the primeval. Her page turner is anchored by the story
of Dr. Rose Gale, who discovers the bones belonging to a pair of bodies
(a Neanderthal and a modern Homo sapiens) in a cavern in France, and
whose career was inspired by H.G. Wells’s description of Neanderthals from
The Outline of History…Though Cameron signals the connection between
the lives of Girl and Rose early on, the suspense lies in the way she laces
together their stories.”
— THE NEW YORK TIMES

RIGHTS SOLD

Canada: Doubleday, April 2017
Canada and UK Audio: Audible
Czech Republic: Nakladatelství Jota
Denmark: Forlaget Zara
Greece: Brainfood Publishing Ltd.
Italy: Società Editrice Milanese
Netherlands: Cargo/De Bezige Bij
Spain: Maeva
Turkey: Mitra Yayinevi
US: Little, Brown, April 2017
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Also Available
The Bear
Two sequels to The Last Neanderthal:
Manuscript due September 2019

CLAIRE CAMERON’s first novel was the taut thriller The Line Painter. Her

second novel, The Bear, about two small children lost in the bush after their
parents are killed by a bear, became a #1 national bestseller in Canada and was
sold in eight territories. It was longlisted for the 2014 Baileys Women’s Prize for
Fiction. Claire’s writing has appeared in The New York Times, The Globe & Mail,
The Los Angeles Review of Books and The Rumpus. She is a staff writer at
The Millions. She lives in Toronto with her husband and two sons.
See also www.claire-cameron.com

THE LAST NEANDERTHAL AN EXCERPT
HIM LIFTED HIS HEAD for a moment and surveyed the sleeping bodies. Their breaths
were still shallow. Silently, he moved to the side of Girl, the spot where Bow used to be.
He settled into the impression of the boy’s body on the hide. It was nice to feel his brother
in that dent. Him put a large arm over his sister and pulled himself in close. Her skin along
the backside of her body was cold, a clear sign that she also missed Bow. He moved in to
warm her.
It wasn’t too long before she felt very warm. She was sweating and he felt pulled to her
like she was a fire that had managed to light up in a storm. She started to move under the
hides and he couldn’t help but respond. He reached out with his hand and found the thick
thatch of hair between her legs. With one finger, he felt she was wet. And feeling that, a
signal came with an urge like a kick that sent his body into action. He found Girl’s hand
and pulled on it. She followed him out into the cold.
With distance between them and the hut, Him spread out their cloaks and pulled her
on top of him. Though there was some level of acknowledgement of their action in that they
tried to keep from yelling, that was more to be sure they weren’t interrupted. They were led
by impulse. Like hunger, the immediate needs overrode any care of what might come next.
Breath was heavy, fingers found skin, they rubbed and twisted into each other with the
might and strength of rutting bucks.
It wasn’t until the morning that the trouble caught up to them.
***
Girl had tucked back into the nest. Her brother took his place at their heads, the shame
that he felt didn’t come with a flush of blood. It was more attached to the idea of his work.
Since the last father had gone hunting and not returned, his kind of shame became attached
to his attempts to fill the older man’s role. When he looked at Runt tucked away in the nest
and listened to the whistling nose of Big Mother, he didn’t feel that he had done anything to
them. Instead, he knew that he hadn’t been protecting the heads of his family. He felt guilt
for that. To honor his father and them all, he needed to watch their backs.
He lay out and closed his eyes and was glad to be back in his place. He thought of Girl
and what had happened, but his immediate worry was the sleeping head of Big Mother.
He wasn’t supposed to touch his sister like that. He ran his fingertips along the dent in his
forehead from all the rocks that Big Mother had thrown to warn him off. But what if he fell
asleep and dreamed of Girl? Would Big Mother know because of that dream? Soon his body
tugged at his mind too hard. He fell into a deep sleep.
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THE GRAVE’S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE
& THE GOLDEN TRESSES OF THE DEAD
Flavia de Luce Mystery #9 & #10 by Alan Bradley
• A New York Times Bestselling Series
• From the winner of the Crime Writers’ Association Debut Dagger Award,
•

Barry Award, Agatha Award, Macavity Award, Dilys Winn Award, and
Arthur Ellis Award
Over three million copies of the series sold worldwide

THE GRAVE’S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE #9

81,000 words / Finished books now available
In the wake of an unthinkable family tragedy, twelve-year-old Flavia de
Luce is struggling to fill the empty days. For a needed escape, Dogger, the
loyal family servant, suggests a river trip for Flavia and her two older sisters.
As their punt drifts past the church where a notorious vicar had not so long
ago dispatched three of his female parishioners by spiking their communion
wine with cyanide, Flavia, an expert chemist with a passion for poisons, is
ecstatic. Suddenly something grazes against her fingers as she dangles them
in the water. She clamps down on the object, imagining herself as Ernest
Hemingway battling a marlin, and pulls up what she expects will be a giant
fish. But in Flavia’s grip is something far better: a human head, attached to
a human body. If there’s anything that could take Flavia’s mind off sorrow,
it is solving a murder — although one that may lead the young sleuth to an
early grave.

THE GOLDEN TRESSES OF THE DEAD #10

72,000 words / Page Proofs now available
The winds of change continue to blow through Buckshaw as the de Luces
must confront, once more, the loss of one of their own, pulled away from
them by the chains of holy matrimony.
Ophelia is married and a de Luce no more, but before the wedding party is
even over, a macabre discovery is made in the wedding cake — a human finger.
Flavia de Luce, sister of the bride, expert chemist, and now one half of
Arthur Dogger & Associates: Discreet Investigations, can hardly believe it,
and her excitement only builds when she and the ever-loyal Dogger receive
their very first client!
But when that client is found poisoned, Flavia learns that some things
never change — the chemicals necessary to form something called
Dragendorff’s Reagent, for one, and, of course, death.
Drawn into a world of missionaries, miracle cures, and a railway that caters
to the dead, Flavia and Dogger team up to solve their most baffling case yet.
But could this be the one case that will prove too distressing even for Flavia?

RIGHTS SOLD (#9)
Canada: Doubleday,
January 2018
Finland: Bazar
Germany: Blanvalet/
Penhaligon
Italy: Sellerio
Russia: AST

TV: Robert Mickelson,
Mystic Point
Productions
UK: Orion
UK Audio: W.F.Howes
US: Delacorte,
January 2018
US Audio: Random
House

RIGHTS SOLD (#10)
Canada: Doubleday, January 2019
Germany: Blanvalet/ Penhaligon
TV: Robert Mickelson, Mystic Point
Productions
UK: Orion
UK Audio: W.F.Howes
US: Delacorte, January 2019
US Audio: Random House

ALAN BRADLEY is the internationally
bestselling author of short stories,
children’s stories, newspaper columns,
and the memoir The Shoebox Bible. The
Flavia de Luce mystery series has been
sold in 39 territories. The books have
been bestsellers in Canada, the USA,
Germany, Russia, Brazil, China, and
Holland, appearing on bestseller lists in
The New York Times and Der Spiegel.
See also www.alanbradleyauthor.com

THE GOLDEN TRESSES OF THE DEAD AN EXCERPT
IT’S AMAZING WHAT A WEDDING can take out of you, even if it’s not your own. I had gone
to my room to lie down and collect my thoughts. The past few days had been like being thrown
into a millstream, tossed and buffeted by other people’s plans, like a cork in the millrace.
I must have nodded off for some time when I was awakened by a knocking at the door.
I managed to work myself up onto one elbow, my head groggy with sleep.
‘Wha—’ I managed, the inside of my mouth feeling like the newspaper in the bottom of
the canary’s cage.
‘It’s Dogger, Miss Flavia. May I come in?’
‘Of course,’ I said, clawing at my hair to make it look decent as I sprang up from the bed
and took up a position at the window, gazing reflectively out upon the garden as if I were
Olivia de Havilland.
‘Sorry to disturb you, Miss,’ Dogger said, ‘but I believe we have a client. Where would
you like to receive her?’
Her? My heart began to accelerate. Would our first paying client turn out to be some
mysterious woman in black? A woman who was being blackmailed by a coven of witches?
But witches didn’t usually blackmail, did they? Weren’t they far more likely to seek revenge
by black magic than by black-mail?
‘Show her into the drawing-room, Dogger,’ I said trying to calm my breathing. ‘I shall be
down directly.’
As soon as I heard Dogger’s departing footsteps on the stair, I dashed next door into my
chemical laboratory and grabbed a pair of glasses, a notebook with a professional-looking
marbled cover, and one of my late Uncle Tarquin’s Waverly fountain pens, which had once
been advertised everywhere with the jingle: “They come as a boon and a blessing to men,
the Pickwick, the Owl and the Waverley pen.”
Uncle Tar had owned several of each model.
I counted slowly to one-hundred-and-eighty and then began my leisurely descent.
‘Mrs Prill,’ Dogger said, as I entered the room, ‘I should like to introduce Miss Flavia
de Luce. Miss Flavia, Mrs Anastasia Prill.’
‘Pleased to meet you,’ I said, removing my glasses and giving her a firm, business-like
handshake.
With her prim grey suit and a dove-winged grey hat on her head, she looked like a cross
between a Trafalgar-square fountain pigeon and the winged god, Mercury.
I was expecting her voice to be a harsh, bird-like cry, but when it came, it took me
by surprise, for it was a voice like old mahogany polished with beeswax: rich, warm, and
surprisingly deep. The voice of a trained vocalist. A contralto. An opera singer, perhaps?
‘I’m very happy to meet you, Flavia,’ she said, which was probably an appropriate way of
addressing me, considering that she was considerably older than I was, but still, I didn’t want
a too-easy familiarity to ruin our relationship. She needed to keep in mind that she was the
client, and Dogger and I the consultants.

Also available: Flavia de Luce mysteries #1–8

